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Abstract:In the South China Sea (SCS) are buried a great number of shipw鄄
reck remains from ancient China as well as other countries, but no salvage operation
has been undertaken of them by the Chinese authority so far. The salvage operation of
sunken ships in the SCS is in essence an issue concerning State sovereignty. Pending
settlement of sovereignty disputes, such salvage operations will inevitably meet with
obstacles, but are still feasible in practice. Although only a basic framework has been
established for salvage of sunken ships in the domestic legislations of China without
detailed rules for salvage operations in the SCS, international multilateral and bilater鄄
al instruments have nonetheless offered a legal basis, on which a practical approach
for sunken ship salvage in the SCS may be explored. Salvage of sunken ships in the
SCS, if successfully implemented, will help coordinate China蒺s domestic law with in鄄
ternational law and support China蒺s claims in the SCS disputes.
Key Words:South China Sea; Salvage of sunken ships; Legal basis; Practical
approach
玉. Introduction
The South China Sea (SCS) and the adjacent sea areas, which used to be a
prosperous center of ancient maritime civilization on the Chinese seas and where the
Eastern maritime civilization met its Western counterpart since the late antiquity,
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were also terminal points of numerous great ocean voyages in history, where there are
buried a large number of remains of sunken ships from ancient China and other coun鄄
tries. In 1992 and 1995, Professor Wang Hengjie of the Minzu University of China
conducted two investigations in the Nansha (Spratly) area, discovering a number of
sunken ships and articles left behind by Chinese ship鄄owners from the Six Dynasties
to the Ming and Qing dynasties, some of which are located in the disputed sea areas,
such as the Daxian Jiao (Great Discovery Reef) disputed by China and Vietnam. Be鄄
sides, celadon ware from the Song and Yuan dynasties and blue鄄and鄄white porcelains
made in folk kilns of the Ming and Qing dynasties were excavated from underwater
during Wang蒺s adventure. 髆
Though it has been discovered that many ancient Chinese shipwreck remains are
buried in the SCS, Chinese rescue and salvage agencies are unable to conduct sal鄄
vage operations of such sunken ships, a situation compounded by the absence of thor鄄
ough investigation efforts. On the other hand, other SCS bordering States have been
making aggressive efforts in salvaging sunken ships and articles in the SCS, as a con鄄
sequence of which a large number of cultural relics from China have been drifting a鄄
broad,髇 and serious threats are thereby posed to China蒺s sovereignty.
Currently, territorial disputes have been increasingly intensified by the Sino鄄Jap鄄
anese dispute on the Diaoyu Island and the Sino鄄Philippine dispute on the Huangyan
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From 1990 to 1991, a Chinese junk the Qing dynasty loaded primarily with ceramics was dis鄄
covered and salvaged by the Vietnamese National Salvage Corporation and Singaporean archae鄄
ologists in the sea area around the Con Dao off the coast of southern Vietnam. In 1991 alone,
48,288 pieces of chinaware were excavated, of which 60% were complete articles, with blue鄄
and鄄white porcelains being the main type of excavations, which were mainly products of the
Zhangzhou Kiln of the Qing Dynasty in southern Fujian, China. From 1983 to 1985, a British
salvage diver named Michael Hatcher discovered a site where a “Chinese junk冶 was sunken
near the Admiral Stelingwerf Reef off the coast of the Bintan Island, Indonesia, and retrieved
27,000 pieces of exquisite Chinese porcelains, most of which were blue鄄and鄄white porcelains
produced towards the end of the Ming Dynasty by Jingdezhen or the Zhangzhou Kiln imitating
the Jingdezhen style. In May 1999, Hatcher refloated a sunken ship of the Qing Dynasty in an
SCS sea area off the shore of Indonesia, and retrieved 350,000 pieces of blue鄄and鄄white porce鄄
lains, which were auctioned in Stuttgart, Germany in November 2000. Research has found out
that this sunken ship was the “ Taixing冶 commercial ship which had set out from Xiamen,
heading for Southeast Asia, and the blue鄄and鄄white porcelains loaded on the ship were mostly
products from the Dehua Kiln of Fujian. See the Xiamen University Research Center for Ar鄄
chaeological Anthropology, at http: / / aalc. xmu. edu. cn / show. asp?id = 508, 10 September
2012. (in Chinese)
SCS. Whether for protection of cultural heritage or declaration of sovereignty, it is
imperative to start salvage operations and relevant investigations in the SCS. But be鄄
fore such actions are taken, a clarification should be made as to whether there is a le鄄
gal basis for China蒺s salvage of sunken ships in the SCS and what approach should be
adopted in practice.
域. Nature of Sunken Ship Salvage in the SCS
In China, salvage of sunken ships at sea is managed and implemented by the
China Rescue & Salvage Bureau (CRS) of the Ministry of Communication and Trans鄄
portation. As the only professional national salvage force in China, the CRS has suc鄄
cessfully salvaged over 1000 sunken ships since its establishment. 髈 The significance
of sunken ship salvage for cultural heritage protection is self鄄evident. The salvage of
the sunken ship named “Nanhai No. 1冶 of the Southern Song Dynasty and the con鄄
struction of a crystal palace have demonstrated that China attaches great importance to
its archaeological value. However, none of the salvage cases conducted by the CRS
so far concerns any sensitive sea areas.
The salvage of a sunken ship generally needs to go through several stages such as
discovery, survey and refloatation. The complexity of a specific salvage project may
often lead to alteration of the plan, resulting in repeated survey and refloatation. Con鄄
sequently, a salvage project generally takes a long period of time. The salvage of
“Nanhai No. 1,冶 for example, took twenty years from discovery to refloatation. 髉
The successful completion of a salvage operation requires a secure and safe external
environment. The natural environment of the SCS is volatile, which if exacerbated by
a territorial dispute or potential armed conflict in the venue of the salvage operation,
would seriously obstruct the smooth proceeding of salvage operations.
A precedent of such obstruction has occurred in the hydrocarbon exploitation of
the SCS. In May 1992, a contract was signed by and between the CRESTONE Ener鄄
gy Corporation of the United States (CRESTONE) and the China National Offshore
Oil Corporation (CNOOC). This contract, namely “Wan蒺an North鄄21冶 Oil Develop鄄
ment Contract, was approved by the Chinese government and represented China蒺s first
oil contract in the Nansha area. In April 1993, when CRESTONE was conducting
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site explorations in the contracted area, five armed vessels from Vietnam besieged the
exploration vessel, warning it of having entered the Vietnamese territorial sea and de鄄
manding its immediate withdrawal. The confrontation between the exploration vessel
and the Vietnamese armed vessels lasted three days and nights before the exploration
vessel withdrew upon the instruction of higher authorities. 髊 The “Wan蒺an North鄄21冶
Oil Development Contract has been suspended for twenty years, and the resumption
of its execution has been prevented by the Nansha dispute between China and Viet鄄
nam. It can be predicted that before the settlement or shelving of sovereignty dis鄄
putes, sunken ship salvage operations in the SCS will also meet with difficulties like
the “Wan蒺an North鄄21冶 plot, as some bordering States may intervene on the pretext
of sovereignty to hinder salvage or resort to the threat of force, thus preventing the re鄄
alization of the objective of salvage. Hence, sunken ship salvage in the SCS in es鄄
sence involves the issue of sovereignty.
This conclusion is also supported by cases decided by the International Court of
Justice (ICJ). In the Pedra Branca dispute case between Singapore and Malaysia,
Singapore contended that it and its predecessors had “exercised sovereign authority o鄄
ver Pedra Branca / Pulau Batu Puteh by investigating and reporting on maritime haz鄄
ards and shipwrecks within the island蒺s territorial waters. 冶 The ICJ held that as
Singapore蒺s actions supported its sovereignty claims while no such actions had been
taken by Malaysia, Singapore蒺s claim should prevail. 髍 In brief, sunken ship sal鄄
vage, as a method of investigation on shipwrecks, may be taken as a method of exer鄄
cising sovereignty and a standard for affirming sovereignty.
芋. Legal Basis of Sunken Ship Salvage in Domestic Law
A. Existing Regulations
China蒺s regulations on sunken ship salvage are found in several laws and regula鄄
tions, including the Maritime Traffic Safety Law of the People蒺s Republic of China
(hereinafter “Maritime Traffic Safety Law冶), the Procedures of the People蒺s Repub鄄
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for Administration of Sunken Ship Salvaging冶), the Procedures for Control of Partici鄄
pation by Foreign Businesses in the Salvaging of Sunken Ships and Sunken Articles in
China蒺s Coastal Waters ( hereinafter “ Procedures for Control of Foreign Businesses蒺
Participation in Salvage Operations冶), the Regulations of the People蒺s Republic of
China on Prevention of Vessel鄄Induced Pollution on Marine Environment (hereinafter
“Regulations on Prevention of Vessel鄄Induced Pollution冶) and the Regulations of the
People蒺s Republic of China on Qualification of Units Salvaging Sunken Ships and
Sunken Articles (hereinafter “Regulations on Qualification冶).
Salvage of sunken ships is provided for in the above laws and regulations from
different perspectives: Articles 40 and 41 of the Maritime Traffic Safety Law and arti鄄
cles 13, 20, 41 and 42 of the Regulations on Prevention of Vessel鄄Induced Pollution
provide for, in terms of maritime traffic safety and environmental protection respec鄄
tively, the owner蒺s obligatory salvage and removal, the government蒺s compulsory sal鄄
vage and removal, the prohibition of salvage without government authorization and
conditions required for salvaging; the Procedures for Administrations of Sunken Ship
Salvaging address specifically the regulations of sunken ship salvaging, with the em鄄
phasis on providing for obligatory salvage, compulsory salvage, salvage procedures
and subjects of salvage; the Procedures for Control of Foreign Businesses蒺 Participa鄄
tion in Salvage Operations provide for the qualifications and procedures of foreign
businesses participating in salvage, as well as treatment methods and specific issues
concerning different sea areas; and the Regulations on Qualification provide primarily
for the qualifications and the administration of classification of salvaging units.
B. Analysis
The said available regulations on salvage of sunken ships apply to waters under
the jurisdiction of China. Theoretically, such regulations are directly applicable to
the SCS, which is within the scope of Chinese waters according to China蒺s legal sys鄄
tem. Therefore, from the perspective of domestic law, the above regulations must be
taken as the legal basis for salvage operations in the SCS, but many issues have aris鄄
en therefrom.
The Procedures for Administration of Sunken Ship Salvaging regulating the sal鄄
vage of sunken ships was formulated in 1957, over fifty years ago. These Procedures
aim at “ensuring navigational safety,冶 with only incidental attention to the “use value
after restoration冶 and “utility value after dismounting. 冶 The sunken ships in the SCS
waters barely concern “navigational safety冶 as provided for in the Procedures. In ad鄄
dition, such time鄄worn ships are scarcely of any use value. Therefore, the Procedures
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for Administration of Sunken Ship Salvaging are hardly of any practical use for the
salvage operations in the SCS waters.
The Procedures for Control of Foreign Businesses蒺 Participation in Salvage Oper鄄
ations aim at regulating the participation of foreign businesses in salvaging of sunken
ships, which meet the international tendency and technical requirements of salvage,
but are still focused on the commercial value of sunken ship salvaging. Article 3(3)
of these Procedures provides, “sunken ships and objects confirmed as cultural herit鄄
age are not covered in the scope of salvage by the participation of foreign busines鄄
ses. 冶 Sunken ships in the SCS waters are mostly from ancient times, and may easily
be confirmed as cultural heritage through preliminary survey. Therefore, based on
these Procedures, it is hardly possible for any foreign business to participate in the
salvage of sunken ships in the SCS. However, the several successful salvage opera鄄
tions in the SCS region have mostly involved the participation of professional interna鄄
tional salvage companies or been undertaken by such companies. The direct exclusion
of foreign businesses has posed indirect restrictions on China蒺s salvage operations in
the SCS waters in terms of technologies.
The above two Procedures, though not directly applicable to the salvage of sunk鄄
en ships in the SCS waters, have established a basic framework for salvage operations
that may be conducted in the future, for example, provisions on responsible authori鄄
ties and procedures for application and implementation. Besides, articles 13 and 15
of the Procedures for Control of Foreign Businesses蒺 Participation in Salvage Opera鄄
tions provide some reference for the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS. Article 13
provides, “A foreign business participating in the salvage of sunken ships and articles
beyond the internal seas and territorial seas of the People蒺s Republic of China and
within other sea areas under its jurisdiction shall bear all the costs and expenses as
well as the financial risks in the phase of survey and identification. The Chinese and
foreign parties shall implement the salvage operation according to the stipulations of
the contract where such salvage is necessary. 冶 Article 15(2) provides, “The sunken
ships and articles recovered from beyond the internal seas and territorial seas of the
People蒺s Republic of China but within other sea areas under its jurisdiction shall be
distributed to Chinese and foreign parties participating in the salvage as per the pro鄄
portions stipulated in the contract, in form of the recovered objects or the sum evalua鄄
ted in terms of money. 冶 Legally, the SCS belongs to the waters under China蒺s juris鄄
diction, and therefore, foreign businesses may be introduced to participate in sunken
ship salvage in the SCS region according to the legislation orientation of articles 13
and 15 as mentioned above.
The attempt to illustrate the possibility of foreign businesses蒺 participation in
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salvage is made considering the significance of such participation for China蒺s salvage
of sunken ships in the SCS. First of all, some international professional salvage
companies, for profit鄄making purposes, specialize in the survey and salvage of
ancient sunken ships and boast advanced technologies and rich experience, with
qualifications substantiated by many successful salvage precedents. 髎 Second, foreign
businesses蒺 participation in salvage presents no direct conflict with cultural heritage
protection. Rather than closing the door against foreign businesses and waiting to see
their unauthorized salvage leading to the loss of our cultural heritage, it would be bet鄄
ter to cooperate with them and realize the purpose of cultural heritage protection by
signing contracts with them. Third, salvage operations with international professional
salvage companies within the framework of cooperation are easier to realize than direct
salvage by a government agency on its own; such operations, even if not effectively
implemented, may be seen as a way of declaring sovereignty. 髏 Lastly, once a suc鄄
cessful salvage project is completed in the SCS, China may conduct an organized sur鄄
vey and salvage following this path and thereby develop a cooperative framework in鄄
volving various parties, thus paving the way for properly handling the sovereignty dis鄄
putes in the SCS and promoting cooperation and development in other fields.
郁. Regulatory Basis for Sunken Ship Salvaging
under International Law
A. Multilateral Instruments
1. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), adopted on
April 30, 1982 at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, came
into force on November 16, 1994. China and other SCS bordering States (Cambodia,
Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Singapore and Brunei)
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are all Member States of this treaty. The UNCLOS is by far the most comprehensive
international law of the sea, encompassing almost all issues in human use and exploi鄄
tation of the oceans, and has gained wide support as it reflects the requirements of
most coastal States. The effectiveness of the UNCLOS has marked the establishment
of a new world maritime order and ushered in a new era of international maritime af鄄
fairs. 髐
However, the UNCLOS has paradoxically become a source of recent disputes on
sovereignty over the SCS. According to the provision in UNCLOS, article 121, “[a]
n island is a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above wa鄄
ter at high tide. 冶 Except for “[r]ocks which cannot sustain human habitation or eco鄄
nomic life of their own,冶 “the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive eco鄄
nomic zone and the continental shelf of an island are determined in accordance with
the provisions of this Convention applicable to other land territory. 冶 Of the numerous
islands in the SCS, most are insular features with an area under 0. 1 square kilome鄄
ters. In order to meet the criteria of “sustain[ing] human habitation or economic life
of their own,冶 some States have artificially sent people and materials to some small
insular features, to suit their ends of entitling such features to maritime rights. 輥輮
The UNCLOS, despite having been twisted by some States to suit their own pur鄄
pose, thus complicating the SCS disputes, has on the other hand provided a legal
framework for activities such as the salvage of sunken ships. According to UNCLOS,
article 303(1), “States have the duty to protect objects of an archaeological and his鄄
torical nature found at sea and shall cooperate for this purpose;冶 in addition, para鄄
graph 3 of this article provides, “nothing in this article affects the rights of identifia鄄
ble owners, the law of salvage or other rules of admiralty, or laws and practices with
respect to cultural exchanges. 冶 Even though bordering States dispute China蒺s sover鄄
eignty over the SCS, China, as the owner of sunken ships in the SCS, may negotiate
and cooperate with these States on salvage operations on the basis of the above provi鄄
sions.
2. Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Southeast Asia
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force by five Southeast Asian countries ( Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Sin鄄
gapore and Thailand) in 1976 on Bali of Indonesia, was later amended to allow ac鄄
cession by countries outside Southeast Asia. China joined the treaty on October 8,
2003. By March 2012, there were 29 Member States in the treaty. 輥輯
The TAC is a regional political treaty, whose purposes and principles agree with
the United Nations Charter, aiming at promoting peace, cooperation and prosperity in
the Southeast Asian Region. At the outset, when Southeast Asian countries were ded鄄
icated to founding a Southeast Asian community, the treaty had not specified objects
of regulation or affairs for handling. With the escalating tension in the SCS situation
and intensifying sovereignty disputes of SCS bordering States, the political issues en鄄
visioned by the TAC have increasingly been brought to the foreground, but the TAC
on its own is unable to solve the SCS issues; while the UNCLOS adopted 1982 has
provided for the settlement of maritime issues a comprehensive framework and specific
provisions, which are largely enforceable. Hence, Southeast Asian countries decided
to combine the TAC and the UNCLOS as the international law basis for the settlement
of SCS disputes. The Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea
(DOC) subsequently signed by China and ASEAN member countries specifies, inter
alia, the UNCLOS and the TAC as rules of international law to which all parties shall
be committed. Therefore, the TAC itself cannot be directly taken as norms of interna鄄
tional law for regulating the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS, but it offers basic
principles of international law for the conduct in the SCS, including salvage of sunken
ships.
3. Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea
On November 4, 2002, China and ASEAN countries signed the DOC in Cambo鄄
dia, thus constructing a cooperation framework for peaceful settlement of SCS dis鄄
putes. All parties therein consider that the signing of the DOC has contributed signifi鄄
cantly to the maintenance of the peace and security of the SCS region and the promo鄄
tion of cooperation and development. 輥輰 The DOC also provides a theoretical basis for
salvage of sunken ships in the SCS, in which article 6 provides that “[p] ending a
comprehensive and durable settlement of the disputes, the Parties concerned may ex鄄
plore or undertake cooperative activities. 冶
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To settle the SCS disputes under a regional framework accords with the interests
of the Chinese government, and has also been the consistent position taken by the
Chinese government. China has been unequivocal in opposing the submission of the
SCS disputes to any third鄄party institution but instead favor advocating settlement
through bilateral negotiations. 輥輱 When heads of State of China and Vietnam met in
2012, the Chinese party stressed “avoiding the adoption of any unilateral action ex鄄
panding, complicating or internationalizing the disputes, and preventing the SCS is鄄
sues from affecting cooperation and regional stability in East Asia. 冶輥輲 Therefore, ex鄄
ploration may be made for implementing salvage of sunken ships in the SCS under the
regional framework based on the existing DOC.
B. Bilateral Instruments
1. Sino鄄Vietnamese Bilateral Instruments
In the SCS region, the territorial disputes over islands between China and Viet鄄
nam are the largest in number and most intense in nature. The sovereignty over the
Xisha (Paracel) Islands and Nansha (Spratly) Islands has always solely resided with
China. 輥輳 However, Vietnam has made several official declarations on its entitlement
to sovereignty over the “Hoang Sa Islands冶 (namely Xisha Islands) and “Truong Sa
Islands冶 (namely Nansha Islands), claiming that “Vietnam has full historical evi鄄
dence and legal grounds to prove its indisputable sovereignty over Hoang Sa and
Truong Sa archipelagoes. 冶輥輴 Both advocating settlement of the sovereignty disputes
between the two countries through peaceful negotiations, China and Vietnam have
signed several instruments such as bilateral agreements and joint statements.
In 1993, China and Vietnam signed the Agreement on the Basic Principles for
Settling Boundary Issues between the People蒺s Republic of China and the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, which is aimed at settling territorial disputes between the two
countries, but without mentioning the SCS issue. Since the beginning of the 21st cen鄄
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SCS region by signing several joint statements and joint communiqu佴s. Since the con鄄
clusion of the DOC, both China and Vietnam have promised to deal with the SCS is鄄
sue within the framework of the DOC. Provisions on SCS cooperation and joint devel鄄
opment have been made in the November 2006 China鄄Vietnam Joint Statement, the
May 2007 China鄄Vietnam Joint Press Communiqu佴, the June 2008 China鄄Vietnam
Joint Statement, the October 2008 China鄄Vietnam Joint Statement, and the October
2011 China鄄Vietnam Joint Statement. 輥輵
Additionally, based on their joint recognition of the fact that proper settlement of
maritime issues is in line with the basic interests of the two countries, China and Vi鄄
etnam signed the Agreement on the Basic Principles on Guidance for Settling Mari鄄
time Issues between the People蒺s Republic of China and the Socialist Republic of Vi鄄
etnam (hereinafter “Agreement on Basic Principles冶), which reiterated that the SCS
issue should be handled within the framework of the UNCLOS and the DOC. 輥輶 The
signing of the Agreement on Basic Principles is of great significance for China and Vi鄄
etnam: (1) the Agreement on Basic Principles incorporates matters covered by multi鄄
lateral instruments into a bilateral instrument, which is conducive to discussions over
specific issues; (2) the Agreement on Basic Principles, different in form from a de鄄
claration, communique or statement, has a stronger binding force over both parties,
thus demonstrating the two countries蒺 good faith in cooperation on the SCS issue.
Though no direct provisions have been made on the salvage of sunken ships in
the above joint statements, joint communiques and the Agreement on Basic Princi鄄
ples, yet all of such instruments support active cooperation between the two countries
in the SCS region. An attempt may be made to incorporate the salvage of sunken
ships and other relevant activities into the scope of marine cooperation. Therefore,
the series of bilateral instruments between China and Vietnam may be taken as the le鄄
gal basis for conducting salvage of sunken ships in the SCS, and as having the validi鄄
ty of international law.
2. Sino鄄Philippine Bilateral Instruments
Since the establishment of diplomatic ties between the two countries in 1975,
China and the Philippines have issued several joint communiques or statements to ex鄄
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plore a mechanism for resolving the SCS issue. In the August 1995 Joint Statement on
PRC鄄RP Consultations on the South China Sea and Other Areas of Cooperation (1995
Joint Statement), the two countries made detailed provisions on territorial disputes
and the joint development of the SCS; the May 2000 Joint Statement between China
and the Philippines on the Framework of Bilateral Cooperation in the 21st Century re鄄
iterated that the two parties should comply with the 1995 Joint Statement on the SCS
issue. The September 2004 PRC鄄RP Joint Press Communique, the April 2005 PRC鄄
RP Joint Statement and the January 2007 PRC鄄RP Joint Statement confirmed the im鄄
plementation of the 2002 DOC and their continued efforts to maintain the peace and
stability of the SCS region; the September 2011 PRC鄄RP Joint Statement reiterated
that the DOC should be respected and complied with and maritime disputes should be
settled through peaceful dialogues. 輥輷 The above joint statements and joint press com鄄
muniques, though failing to provide a direction for SCS cooperation, may be taken as
a legal basis for studying and implementing the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS,
and commercial activities in sea areas disputed by China and the Philippines may be
advanced in line with the DOC.
Compared with Sino鄄Vietnamese bilateral instruments, the joint statements and
communiques signed by and between China and the Philippines, except for the 1995
Joint Statement, basically fail to set up a specific direction of cooperation on areas of
dispute in the SCS, but primarily present statements on complying with the DOC.
Recent intensification of the SCS dispute between China and the Philippines which
mainly stems from the dispute on the Huangyan Island ( Scarborough Shoal)輦輮, to
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the SCS issue. Worth mentioning is that the Agreement on Trilateral Marine Geolog鄄
ical Work in the Agreed Area in the South China Sea was signed by China, the Phil鄄
ippines and Vietnam, which is the first consensus reached among the three parties on
developing SCS resources, and also an important measure for the three countries to
implement the DOC. 輦輯 This Agreement signed by oil companies of China, the Philip鄄
pines and Vietnam, though not a purely inter鄄governmental act, has provided refer鄄
ence for realization of commercial cooperation before the settlement of political dis鄄
putes.
3. Sino鄄Indonesian Bilateral Instruments
Since the establishment of strategic partnership between China and Indonesia in
2005, great progress has been made in political, economic and maritime cooperation
between the two countries. The April 2005 Memorandum of Understanding on Marine
Cooperation signed by China and Indonesia clearly prescribed areas of cooperation;
the March 2012 China鄄Indonesia Joint Statement reiterated cooperation in the SCS.
China鄄Indonesia bilateral instruments are one move further than other bilateral instru鄄
ments in that specific mechanisms for implementation have been included. Article 3
of the Memorandum of Understanding on Marine Cooperation stipulates that the two
parties will establish a marine cooperation technical committee, and will open up pos鄄
sibilities for domestic entities to participate in and expand areas of cooperation, espe鄄
cially by establishing enterprises and joint ventures. Article 16 of the March 2012
China鄄Indonesian Joint Statement stipulates that the two parties agree to establish a
marine cooperation committee and start a marine cooperation fund. The salvage of
sunken ships by China and Indonesia in the SCS may be included into the above
Memorandum of Understanding on Marine Cooperotion and China鄄Indonesia Joint
Statement, as well as the agenda of the Committee or the Fund as a specific project,
for exploration of a pragmatic approach.
吁. A Practical Approach for Salvage of
Sunken Ships in the SCS
A. Prerequisite for Implementation of Salvage
As mentioned above, the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS essentially concerns
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the sovereignty issue. Any unilateral approach or any approach involving armed force
or resorting to threat of force will hit the bordering State蒺s nerve of sovereignty. In Ju鄄
ly 2012, a frigate of the Chinese Navy got stranded when patrolling the sea area near
the Banyue Jiao (Half Moon Shoal) of Nansha, which started a great panic in the
Philippines. It was reported in the Philippine media that the Chinese frigate might be
“deliberately grounded,冶 and troops were sent to the spot of accident for an investi鄄
gation of “what really happened. 冶輦輰 Similarly, China蒺s salvage of sunken ships in the
SCS, if unilaterally conducted, would tend to put other countries on guard or even
lead to conflict. Consequently, it would be difficult to realize the purpose of salvage.
Therefore, properly handling the sovereignty dispute is a prerequisite for implemen鄄
ting the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS; whereas to properly handle sovereignty
disputes, cooperation is a necessity.
Opinions vary on the nature of salvage of sunken ships. Some hold that salvage
of sunken ships may be regarded as a type of salvage at sea, especially the salvage of
ships with economic value. 輦輱 Though Article 30 of the International Convention on
Salvage 1989 lists maritime cultural property of prehistoric, archaeological or historic
interest situated on the sea鄄bed as items which Member States can make a reservation
to, and China has made a reservation to such property, yet the provision on reserva鄄
tion only addresses the issue of applicability of the Convention, without excluding sal鄄
vage of sunken ships from the scope of salvage at sea. Some hold that salvage of
sunken ships differs from salvage at sea, as only salvage for the purpose of rescue
may be included into the scope of salvage at sea. Despite the presence of the above
differing views, salvage of sunken ships, whether or not included into the scope of
salvage at sea, may be considered a method of marine cooperation between various
countries. China蒺s domestic law does not directly regulate such cooperation, but may
be used as reference. The joint statements, joint communiques, joint declaration and
multilateral agreements issued or signed by China and other SCS bordering States
have provided a framework for cooperation of various parties. Such bilateral and mul鄄
tilateral instruments, properly interpreted, may be taken as the basis of international
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B. Approaches of Salvage that Can Be Attempted
The available bilateral and multilateral instruments only provide a basis and
framework for marine cooperation in the SCS, without specific enforceable rules,
much less any specific rules governing salvage of sunken ships. A complete plan for
salvage of sunken ships should at least include the following contents: project initial鄄
ization-signing a joint instrument-determining method of salvage-signing a salvage a鄄
greement-implementing salvage operations.
Project initialization means designation of salvage of sunken ships as a bilateral
or multilateral cooperation project, while reaching consensus on the start of the pro鄄
ject. Project initialization, first of all, should be established on prima facie evidence,
that is, all parties recognize the presence of ancient sunken ships in the SCS and the
value of salvage of ancient sunken ships; secondly, it should be linked with the pres鄄
ent mechanism. For example, in multilateral cooperation, the salvage of sunken
ships may be officially listed as a mode of cooperation or be included into the scope of
“marine scientific research冶 or “maritime search and rescue. 冶 For cooperation be鄄
tween China and Indonesia, a working group may be established within the marine
cooperation technical committee, or such cooperation may be taken as a starting pro鄄
ject for the marine cooperation fund. Besides, considering diplomatic relations and
extent of cooperation with different countries, the first salvage operation may be con鄄
ducted away from countries and sea areas with intensifying conflicts.
Signing a joint document means that after the salvage of sunken ships is deter鄄
mined as a cooperative project, all parties sign a joint instrument such as a memoran鄄
dum on project investigation and implementation. The joint instrument should be
taken as an implementation document for the bilateral or multilateral instrument
signed, and may be signed by government agencies in charge of the salvage of sunken
ships, the CRS on the part of China. Generally, signing a document is closely related
to project initialization, and the two may be conducted simultaneously. Project initia鄄
tion mainly reflects the study and preparation conducted by the two parties for the ac鄄
tual work, while the signing of a document is a written confirmation of the project,
which defines the principles that all parties should follow while providing specific op鄄
eration guidance to subsequent work.
The modes of salvage may be classified into independent salvage, commissioned
salvage and joint salvage. Independent salvage means that one country independently
undertakes salvage operations; commissioned salvage means an independent interna鄄
tional salvage company is commissioned to undertake salvage operations, with an a鄄
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greement on expenditure and returns with such a company; joint salvage means that
joint salvage operations are undertaken through cooperation of governmental salvage a鄄
gencies or national salvage companies of various countries. In practice, various coun鄄
tries have different practices. In China, foreign businesses are not allowed to partici鄄
pate in salvage of sunken ships and articles confirmed as cultural heritage,輦輲 which
should be undertaken by the CRS alone; whereas in an area off the coast of Indone鄄
sia, a sunken ship of the Qing Dynasty was refloated by a British marine salvor
named Michael Hatcher in May 1999, and two sunken ships were salvaged by Viet鄄
namese National Salvage Corporation and Singaporean archaeologists from 1990 to
1991 in the Con Dao and Phu Quoc islands respectively. 輦輳 As regards the salvage of
sunken ships in the SCS, the significance of cooperation even exceeds the act of sal鄄
vage per se; therefore, it would be more appropriate to adopt the mode of joint salvage
or the combination of joint salvage and commissioned salvage. A joint venture may be
established by two countries to conduct joint salvage, and the joint venture may de鄄
cide whether an external company may be commissioned to undertake all or part of
the salvage operations according to the difficulty and technical requirements of sal鄄
vage.
Salvage agreements should vary according to different modes of salvage. For the
State, the ownership of a sunken ship is of more symbolic significance than the value
of the sunken ship per se, and for business companies, cost and profit are paramount.
Therefore, in inter鄄governmental salvage agreements emphasis should be laid on the
mode of cooperation and the ownership of sunken ships and articles to be retrieved,
not only reflecting both inter鄄governmental cooperation and cultural heritage owner鄄
ship, but also indicating the relative independence of the two aspects. And in com鄄
missioning an international salvage company, general business terms should be adopt鄄
ed to clearly define contents and schedule of salvage operations, contribution of ex鄄
penses and distribution of returns.
The implementation of salvage operations means all kinds of operational activities
for salvaging sunken ships and articles according to a salvage contract, including the
implementation of survey, identification, salvage and other activities related thereto.
In the event that a salvage operation is commissioned to a foreign business, necessary
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any cultural heritage, in particular, should be in the charge of relevant government
personnel or be completed with assistance of such personnel. To ensure the smooth
proceeding of salvage operations, governments or regulatory agencies of various par鄄
ties should exercise self restraint, without interfering with the work of the salvage
company, while providing necessary convenience to salvage operations.
C. Transcending “Salvage冶
1. Coordination between Domestic Law and International Law
No specific rules are currently available for compliance in salvage of sunken
ships in the SCS, whereas unequivocal regulations must be in place in the perform鄄
ance of such activities. As a result, to realize the purpose of salvage, various parties
would work out relevant bilateral or multilateral agreements, which generally would
be capable of creating binding force in international law. In the signature of relevant
bilateral or multilateral agreements, consideration should be given to the coordination
between domestic law and international law, with necessary modification of domestic
law. In the Procedures for Administration of Sunken Ship Salvaging, special articles
may be added to provide for salvage in disputed sea areas. In addition, article 3 of
the Procedures for Control of Foreign Businesses蒺 Participation in Salvage Operations,
which prohibits foreign businesses from participating in salvage of sunken ships con鄄
firmed as cultural heritage, should be amended. Besides, when consensus is reached
on salvage cooperation, various parties are generally grounded on their respective do鄄
mestic law; therefore, in bilateral or multilateral negotiations, we may reasonably
draw on other countries蒺 legal provisions on salvage of sunken ships, which may be
taken as reference for the amendment and improvement of relevant laws and regula鄄
tions in China.
2. Declaring Sovereignty through Salvage of Sunken Ships
The salvage of sunken ships in the SCS should be based on cooperation and all
parties should exercise self restraint. Therefore, such activities may not be directly
used to declare sovereignty, but may provide support for our declaration of sovereign鄄
ty while preventing other States from declaring sovereignty. On the one hand, the
successful completion of salvage of sunken ships may reflect, to some extent, China蒺s
control over the sea areas in the SCS; on the other hand, a certain amount of sunken
ship data and cultural heritage accumulation may provide evidence for China蒺s devel鄄
opment of the SCS in history, conducive to China蒺s claim of historic rights.
In recent years, the principles and rules of international law on territorial owner鄄
ship have been developed to some extent through international judicial and arbitration
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cases, characterized by the emergence of the principle of effective control. Such de鄄
velopments have presented challenges to China蒺s claims over the SCS islands on the
level of substantive law. 輦輴 Though China has been claiming its sovereignty over the
SCS, yet such claims are relatively weak, undermined by China蒺s past failure to con鄄
tinuously claim rights over the SCS and the absence of occupation and effective man鄄
agement before 1970. 輦輵 Many sea areas and islands in the SCS, especially the Nan鄄
sha Islands, are not under China蒺s control, but are occupied and actually controlled
by States such as Vietnam, the Philippines and Malaysia. 輦輶 Should this situation be
allowed to continue, China蒺s claims to sovereignty over the SCS sea areas would be
weakened; whereas cooperation with other States on salvage of sunken ships in the
SCS could deepen China蒺s involvement in the SCS, while checking the enhancement
of other States蒺 sovereignty status in the SCS.
遇. Conclusion
Despite the fact that many ancient Chinese sunken ships are buried in the SCS
and its adjacent sea areas, no Chinese rescue and salvage agency has ever engaged in
fieldwork on salvage of such shipwrecks in the SCS. The salvage of sunken ships in
the SCS is essentially an issue concerning sovereignty. The salvage of sunken ships in
the SCS by bordering States not only leads to loss of China蒺s cultural heritage, but al鄄
so inevitably poses threats to China蒺s sovereignty over the SCS. Relevant provisions
on the salvage of sunken ships in domestic legislations such as the Procedures for Ad鄄
ministration of Sunken Ship Salvaging and the Procedures for Control of Foreign
Businesses蒺 Participation in Salvage Operations, though not directly applicable to the
salvage of sunken ships in the SCS, have established a basic framework for salvage
operations that may be implemented in the future. Multilateral instruments such as
the UNCLOS, the TAC and the DOC, though not directly citeable as rules of interna鄄
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principles of international law for activities in the SCS including the salvage of sunken
ships. In addition, the joint statements, joint communiques, joint declarations and a鄄
greements on basic principles have provided frameworks for cooperation between vari鄄
ous parties, which, properly interpreted, may be taken as the international law basis
for the salvage of sunken ships in the SCS. Based on the above instruments, an at鄄
tempt may be made to implement the salvage of sunken ships along the path of “pro鄄
ject initialization-signing joint document-determining method of salvage-signing sal鄄
vage agreement-implementing salvage operations. 冶 On the other hand, the instru鄄
ments and agreements to be signed in actual implementation of salvage operations may
be taken as basis for enriching international law and improving domestic law, while
they serve the purpose of declaring sovereignty and substantiating China蒺s claims for
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